ASSEMBLYMEMBER KANSEN CHU
HONORS OUR
COMMUNITY HEROES

October 2, 2020
3:00p.m.- 6:00p.m.

San Jose City College — Milpitas Extension
1450 Escuela Pkwy., Milpitas, CA 95035
Dear Friends:

This year has been challenging to say the least, and it is such an honor to be serving you as your California State Assemblymember through these difficult times. Throughout all the unfortunate events, it has been inspiring and heartwarming to witness members in our community work together to help those in need. Although this will be the last year I am hosting a Community Hero Awards Ceremony as your Assemblymember, it will not be the last. I will continue hosting it as long as I am in public service.

My annual Community Hero Awards Ceremony is an event that I look forward to hosting every year. This tradition started since my days as a San Jose Councilmember to honor members in our community who has dedicated their time, efforts, and personal finances to make our district a better place to live, learn, work, and retire. These heroes were nominated and picked by the people living in our community for their acts of kindness.

While we cannot celebrate in the same tradition as previous years, I did not want to miss the opportunity to recognize these local heroes. Thank you to the heroes for your work in the community; you are making positive impacts while serving as a good model for our community. Thank you to those who nominated the heroes; without you, I would not have the opportunity to honor these great individuals.

I hope everyone will help me celebrate and honor these local heroes of ours who have went out of their way to help their neighbors, friends, and even people they do not know. These heroes are the pillars in our community, and I am proud to represent a district with such wonderful, kind, and compassionate people.

Sincerely,

KANSEN CHU
Assemblymember, 25th AD
### 2020 COMMUNITY HEROES

**October 2, 2020**

**RABIA ADIL**

**NOMINATED BY MUNEERAH LALANI**

Rabia Adil has served the Pakistani American Community Center for the past nine years to preserve Pakistani cultural heritage through events, lectures, and classes in the Bay Area. She is also a dedicated volunteer with Sleeping Bags for the Homeless, Family Giving Tree, and at her children’s schools.

**AFRICAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY SERVICE AGENCY**

**NOMINATED BY MILAN BAINTON**

The African American Community Service Agency (AACSA) works to strengthen African American identity, culture, values, traditions, knowledge, and family life. During the COVID-19 crisis, AACSA serves as a safety net by serving over 5,000 individuals and families with emergency food baskets, as well as helping members of our community stay out of hospitals and maintain stable mental health.

**BARINDER AHLUWALIA**

**NOMINATED ANONYMOUSLY**

Barinder Ahluwalia’s work on the San Jose Parks and Recreation Commission, the San Jose Green Print Steering Committee, the District 4 Parks Assessment Report, and the Future Development Plan for the Emma Prusch City Park will ensure San Jose residents will enjoy our local parks for years to come.

**ARIF AHMED**

**NOMINATED BY SALIM MASTAN**

Arif Ahmed provides food to members of our community in need. During the COVID-19 pandemic, he was a leader of the "Fremont Feed the Homeless" group on the Nextdoor Neighborhood App and recruited volunteers, and partnered with local restaurants and businesses to help serve Fremont residents who are food insecure.

**ERIKA ALBURY**

**NOMINATED BY SHIRLEY PARRISH**

Erika Albury is a board member for the African American Community Service Agency and serves as an instructor for coding and STEM Saturday SCIENCE, where she is able to share her love of science with students. Erika is also a charter member of BookTini-Silicon Valley, the Vice President of programs for the National Coalition of 100 Black Women, and is a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
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RON APPLEBY
NOMINATED BY LINDA LOCKE

Ron Appleby works tirelessly for the Berryessa community. He serves as the Vice President for the Berryessa Citizen Advisory Council and as a member of the Berryessa Art Council. Ron picks up garbage, cleans graffiti, and plants trees. Ron also conducted research for a history of Berryessa presentation and organized the art displays at the San Jose Main Library and the Berryessa Community Center.

ANA ARAUJO
NOMINATED BY JOSEPH ABOUSSLEMAN

Ana Araujo has helped our community stay safe by making and distributing face masks for those who need them most. Since the beginning of the crisis, Ana has distributed hundreds of protective masks for Face of Change and has collected donations to support Second Harvest Food Banks to help those in need in our community.

AAINA ARODA
NOMINATED BY MAHESH NIHALANI

Aaina Aroda is the co-founder and chief of operations of inAtalent, which helps students in performance, arts, technology, and education through internships, volunteer opportunities, and classes. Aaina has worked diligently to advance inAtalent’s mission to expand their services to more communities.

ASSOCIATION OF INDO-AMERICANS
NOMINATED BY DEEPAKA LALWANI

The Association of Indo Americans (AIA) works to celebrate India’s rich culture and heritage by organizing events and educational programs that foster cultural and social interactions throughout our community. AIA also strives to provide support services to members of the Indian American community in the United States and build bridges between India and our community.

SEEMA BADAR
NOMINATED BY SYED BADAR

Seema Badar has helped serve our community during the COVID-19 pandemic by donating hundreds of meals to frontline healthcare workers at Washington Hospital in Fremont. Seema has also helped provide groceries to members of our community whose lives have been negatively impacted by the pandemic.
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ANTHONY BECKER  
NOMINATED BY SUDHANSHU JAIN

Anthony Becker is a Planning Commissioner for the City of Santa Clara where he fights for affordable housing, improved transportation, and more opportunities for the arts within the city. Anthony has also served as a volunteer on the City of Santa Clara’s Architectural Review committee.

BERRYESSA CHINESE SCHOOL  
NOMINATED BY BRENDA WONG

Berryessa Chinese School provides young people in our community with the opportunity to learn Chinese culture as well as Mandarin and Cantonese. Berryessa Chinese School is a non-profit organization that has served San Jose students from pre-Kindergarten through High School for the past forty years and continues to enhance multi-cultural understanding and diversity in our community.
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MARI CRIS BENITEZ  
NOMINATED BY LIGIA GONZALEZ

MariCris Benitez is a member of the Milpitas Executive Lions Club and the President of the Saint John Ladies Guild. In her role with the Lions Club, she serves as the advisor for the Leos Clubs at Milpitas High School and Piedmont High School. MariCris also serves our community on the Seven Lakes Association of Northern California, and organized fundraisers and community service activities that have made positive impact to our area.

ALKA BHATNAGAR  
NOMINATED BY ARUN BHATNAGAR

Alka Bhatnagar is the founder and Guru of Sur Bahar, a music school that promotes music and the arts. She works to serve our community as a volunteer with Festival of Globe and the Federation Indo-Americans. Alka also raises money to help women who are victims of domestic violence as well as for other charitable causes.

NIMA BHAVANSIKAR  
NOMINATED BY YASMEEN CHAKRAYAPETA, ASHLEY GRILLI, NEGA VENKATA SANNIDHI, SHIRISH TATIKONDA

Nima Bhavansikar is a middle school student who started a fund to support the Milpitas Food Pantry through Shirts for Smile. Nima also works to educate our community about the work of the Milpitas Food Pantry in our community, and teaches kindergarteners and first graders in the Brain Builders program.
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HAMILCAR CABUSI
NOMINATED BY LARRY CIARDELLA
Hamilcar Cabusi works to protect our community as a firefighter with the Spring Valley Volunteer Fire Department. He has also previously served with Cal Fire. Hamilcar raises money for the Spring Valley Volunteer Fire Department by organizing dinner fundraisers in addition to volunteering as a youth basketball coach.

FRANK CARBAJAL
NOMINATED BY RAJ CHAHAL AND KAREN HARDY
Frank Carbajal is Founder and President of Es Tiempo, LLC. "It's Time", the founder of the Silicon Valley Latino Leadership Summit, and a member of the Advocacy Committee for the Silicon Valley Education Foundation. Frank works to provide business owners, managers, and directors with the framework and tools they need for success.

PATTI CAROTHERS
NOMINATED BY SOWMYA KRISHNAN
Patti Carothers is the founder and Sustaining Director of the Alameda County Science and Engineering Fair (ACSEF), which inspires middle and high school students in Alameda County to actively pursue STEM subjects through project-based learning. As Director of ACSEF, Patti brings her passion and insights as a former schoolteacher to maximize the organization’s work to serve the community.
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SUNNY CHADHA
NOMINATED BY MONICA CHADHA, LORETO DIMAANDAL, AND LEANN GRIFFIN
Sunny Chadha worked with Troop 111 to provide more than a hundred protective masks to the Santa Clara Community Coalition to support essential workers and residents in need. Sunny personally guided his sewing team through the process of creating masks via video calls, emails, and telephone calls to ensure they were able to meet the needs of our community.

SANDEEP CHAHAL
NOMINATED BY ANN ZEISE
Sandeep Chahal is responsible for distributing more than 5,000 handmade masks to nursing homes, clinics, and other places in our community where they were most needed. Sandeep also works closely with Sahaita, Sikhs for Humanity, PCA Bay Area, and is an active volunteer at the annual Independence Day parade in downtown San Jose.

SPANDAN CHAKRABARTI
NOMINATED ANONYMOUSLY
Spandan Chakrabarti has worked with autoimmune and lupus patients and their care partners to spearhead significant partnership initiatives that foster industry-advocate-public policy relationships. Spandan has also contributed to developing curriculum for educational initiatives that support patients and advocates, with a special focus on underrepresented communities.
YIN CHENG
NOMINATED BY YU LI, AKEMI MORI, MEI FANG, TERRY HSU, AND YUANLEI ZHANG

Yin Cheng donated around 4,000 surgical mask to the North East Medical Services in San Jose during the COVID-19 outbreak. She also supported organizations collecting and distributing masks to community clinics, neighborhoods, elderly centers and those in need to help protect everyone in our community.

LIZ FONG CHEW
NOMINATED BY BRENDA WONG

Liz Fong Chew works to promote and preserve Chinese and Chinese-American history and culture as the director of the Chinese Historical and Cultural Project. She also serves as the founder of the Orchard School Asian Cultural Dance Troupe, the director of Deaf Tech Ed, and is a volunteer with many community organizations.

NYLA CHOATES
NOMINATED BY TAYLOR BALONEY

Nyla Choates is the founder of the non-profit My Roots are Rich, which works to show all people the rich culture, history, and achievements of African Americans. Nyla was the lead organizer of the Black Lives Matter protest in Milpitas that rallied hundreds of community members and elected officials in support of Black lives.

GINA CHOI
NOMINATED BY SUNNY PARK

Gina Choi is the founder of Notes for Support, a website where anyone can submit heartfelt messages to COVID-19 patients and healthcare workers. Gina’s work has inspired others to write letters as well and, as a result, Notes for Support has sent letters to over 10,000 patients and staff in over 150 hospitals nationwide.

NEELIKA CHOU DHURY
NOMINATED BY GOPA CHATTERJEE ROY

Neelika Choudhury coordinates with individuals and local groups to produce and distribute cloth face masks to members of our community during the COVID-19 crisis. Neelika also volunteers her time to provide advice to high school and college students with their college applications, standardized tests, and essays.

MIR-A-TAJ CHOWDHURY
NOMINATED BY ZAKIA AFRIN

Mir-A-Taj Chowdhury raises money for development projects in Bangladesh through her efforts at SpaandanB. During the COVID crisis, Mir-A-Taj also worked with local middle school and high school students to prepare and distribute food, masks, and other necessities for unhoused members in our community.
CHARLES CHRISTY
Nominee by Mary Jeanne Oliva
Charles Christy and Julie DeNeve created “Skeleton Crew Santa Clara,” a narrative story on their front lawn with life-size skeleton models. Their work has encouraged their neighbors to walk around their neighborhood, lifted up their spirits, and has given them something special to look forward to during such challenging times.

TERESA COX
Nominee by David Cox and Jacqueline Cox
Teresa Cox is a Trustee of the Ohlone Community College Board. During her time as a trustee, she helped improve the transfer rates, increased scholarships and kept students safe from COVID-19. She previously served as the Chair of the Fremont Economic Development Advisory Commission, where she supported small businesses, local job creation, and led international trade missions.

WAYNE CUNNINGHAM
Nominee by Sandy Shewey
Wayne Cunningham is a tireless volunteer with the Coyote Creek Scouts. He has mentored countless volunteers and planned many of the events for the Scouts. Wayne has also been a key volunteer at St. Victor’s parish, where he helped organize the annual community festival that was instrumental in starting the St. Victor’s Food Pantry.

KYLE FRANCIS ORDONA DACALLOS
Nominee Anonymously
Kyle Francis Ordana Dacallos is the current President of the Youth Chapter of the San Jose National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, where he works to organize rallies fighting for Black lives, protect immigrants, support for the LGBTQ+ community, and host programs and workshops that empower young people.

REV. FANNIE DAVIS
Nominee by Harriett Arnold
Rev. Fannie Davis serves as the presiding pastor of the historic Antioch Baptist Church in San Jose. Under her leadership, Antioch Baptist Church has continued its work to further social justice movement, empower civic engagement, and promote community service to all faith and non-faith communities. Rev. Davis partnered with Roots Community Clinic so the church can serve as a COVID-19 testing site on a weekly basis.

JULIE DENEVE
Nominee by Mary Jeanne Oliva
Julie DeNeve and Charles Christy created “Skeleton Crew Santa Clara,” a narrative story on their front lawn with life-size skeleton models. Their work has encouraged their neighbors to walk around their neighborhood, lifted up their spirits, and has given them something special to look forward to during such challenging times.
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SEAN DICKERSON
NOMINATED ANONYMOUSLY

Sean Dickerson is the President of the Silicon Valley chapter of 100 Black Men of America where he is committed to developing the intellectual and economic power of the African American community while advancing the values of spirituality, justice and integrity throughout our community.

LORETO DIMAANDAL
NOMINATED BY SONIA BARNES

Loreto Dimaandal is an activist fighting for our community. When the pandemic hit, she was able to organize mask donations for front-line workers in our community as well as farm workers, food service workers, and other essential workers throughout California. Loreto also helps distribute food to those in need.

JENNY DO
NOMINATED BY BAO TRIEU

Jenny Do is the Founder and Co-Executive Director of Friends of Hue Foundation (FHF), which serves our community by providing voluntary emergency assistance. During the San Jose 2017 Coyote Creek Flood, FHF’s volunteers provided food and emergency shelter assistance to flood victims and helped with filing claims for the victims. During the COVID crisis, FHF organized relief programs to deliver food to those in need.

KARINA DOMINGUEZ
NOMINATED BY STEVE BELONG

Karina Dominguez is a City Councilmember for the City of Milpitas. She is passionate about encouraging and motivating women to get involved in their communities. Karina is an active volunteer herself with many community organizations in the South Bay, setting an example in helping members of our community in need.

INDER DOSANJH
NOMINATED BY TEJINDER DHAMI

Inder Dosanjh has provided essential resources to help those fighting the fires during the past fire seasons and has been an invaluable supporter of the impactful social and religious work of the Fremont Gurdwara Sahib. Inder has also donated masks to our community during the COVID-19 crisis to protect the most vulnerable people.

DONNIE EILAND
NOMINATED BY DEMETRESS MORRIS

Donnie Eiland and the ’54 team created a documentary about the Sunny Hills neighborhood in Milpitas. Donnie works tirelessly to preserve and champion the history of Milpitas. The documentary helps us better understand the value of communications and what thriving inclusive communities should look like.
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BENJIE FERNANDEZ
Nomination by Linda Reyes
Benjie Fernandez is the Zone Chairman of the District 4-C6 of Lions Clubs International. Lions clubs are dedicated to seeking out and helping those in need. During the COVID-19 crisis, and under his leadership, the Milpitas Executive Lions Club has distributed 3,000 face coverings to the most vulnerable individuals in our community.

FREE MEALS ON WHEELS
Nomination by Kelly La
Free Meals on Wheels is a non-profit organization committed to providing free meals to those in need to make sure everyone has access to nutritious food anywhere and anytime. Their work in our community ensures that people are able to have a meal and have access to other resources and services that will help them improve their quality of life.
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MEHA GABA
Nomination by Nidhi Tuli
Meha Gaba is the Founder of the Ayuda Foundation, which has provided sewn masks to hospitals, nursing homes, homeless shelters, and essential workers. Meha’s work has inspired others to volunteer for Ayuda to create masks that help protect frontline workers in India and in our community.

LORI GARCIA
Nomination by Lou Faria
Lori Garcia is an advocate for historical preservation in the city of Santa Clara. She actively works to preserve and restore Santa Clara’s historic homes, research mission history for the University of Santa Clara, and volunteer at the annual Santa Clara Historic Home Tour. Her work has helped connect residents of Santa Clara with the rich history of the City.

SUMIT GARG
Nomination by Christine Ford
Sumit Garg is a Fremont resident who has immensely helped his neighbors during the COVID-19 pandemic. Since the beginning of the pandemic, he has reached out to help his elderly neighbors to avoid being exposed to the virus by taking their shopping lists and delivering items directly so they can avoid trips to crowded stores.
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JAYA GAUTAM
NOMINATED BY HARBI Kaur Bhatia
Jaya Gautam is an activist who focuses on children’s literacy and community service. During COVID-19, she worked with the Santa Clara Community Coalition for COVID Relief to run daily story time for families. Over 100 story times have been performed online to ensure children and families have activities. Jaya also helps provide digital marketing support to nonprofits so they can further their work.

SUMANA GONE
NOMINATED BY ROMESH JAPRA
Sumana Gone is an active volunteer with the Federation of Indo Americans and Festival of Globe - Silicon Valley, organizations that work to empower Indian-American communities through film, culture, dance, and art. Sumana is also dedicated to raising political awareness among members of our community.

JENNY GONG
NOMINATED BY JACK JIA
Jenny Gong is an advocate for her neighbors. She helps to keep her Fremont community clean and helps residents navigate city government processes to resolve problems. She is also focused on the safety of her neighborhood, taking the initiative to help her neighbors protect their homes and property.

SUBRAMANIAN GUNASEKARAN
NOMINATED BY TERESA COX
Subramanian Gunasekaran is the founder of the Encoll Corporation, which provides life-saving products in a variety of medical fields that have helped protect our community during the COVID-19 pandemic. Dr. Gunasekaran also serves on the Ohlone Community College Biotech Advisory Council to help promote Biotech education in our community.

KALPANA GUPTA
NOMINATED BY PRATEEK GUPTA
Kalpana Gupta utilized her time at home to make hundreds of masks which have been donated to local community centers, Regional Medical Center, Valley Medical College and other places in need. Kalpana’s work has inspired others to make masks for frontline healthcare workers in their communities.

RON HALOG
NOMINATED ANONYMOUSLY
Ron Halog is Executive Director of Community Resources for Independent Living (CRIL). CRIL offers independent living services at no charge to persons with disabilities living in southern and eastern Alameda County. Under Ron’s leadership, CRIL has helped make our communities more accessible for everyone and has helped countless people with disabilities improve their lives.
### DIRK HEARTMAN
**Nominee:** Stan Wolowski

Dirk Heartman is an active volunteer with the Kiwanis Club and the Wilcox Key Club Gardening program. His community service work benefits Santa Clara residents and inspires high school students to serve their community as well. Dirk also manages the collection of gift boxes for Operation Christmas Child to provide gifts for children around the world.

### MARIA HEATH
**Nominee:** Erica Wright

Maria Heath has been an outstanding volunteer with the Dollie’s Closet program, which provides food, clothes and services to community members for the past 5 years. During the COVID-19 crisis, she has served as the Interim Director and has worked diligently to ensure that health and safety protocols can be met so they can continue to provide food and clothing to families in need.

### MOLLY HERZIG
**Nominee:** David Cianello

Molly Herzig is a case manager and medical and social advocate who goes above and beyond to help her clients. She brings an unbounded energy that makes the lives of all of her clients immeasurably better. Molly’s advocacy has been especially important for her clients during the COVID-19 pandemic.

### RICK HOSEY
**Nominee:** LihJen Wang

Rick Hosey is the site coordinator for United Way Bay Area’s free tax preparation services at the Santa Clara Central Park Library. The free guidance that Rick’s team offers each tax season helps members of the Santa Clara community understand, prepare, review, and file their tax returns accurately.

### ROBERT HU
**Nominee:** Kathy Watanabe

Robert Hu is an advocate for senior residents at John Burns Senior Residence in Santa Clara. During the COVID-19 shelter-in-place, Robert reached out to city leaders to help obtain masks and resources for residents because they were not allowed to go outside the facility. He was able to secure over 100 masks for residents as well as nutritional resources to protect the residents at John Burns.

### MALIK HUSAIN
**Nominee:** Anonymous

Malik Husain is one of the founding members of the Sunnyhills Improvement Committee, which has worked with residents and city leaders to beautify, protect, and strengthen the historic Milpitas community. Malik’s community-centered work has benefited the Sunnyhills residents and the City of Milpitas as a whole.
FATIMA ISRAR  
NOMINATED BY MOHAMMAD SHEIKH  
Fatima Israr is an emergency medical technician who is working to protect our community during the COVID-19 pandemic. She has worked for various public health departments to investigate health disparities in Asian-American and African-American communities. Fatima has also worked with university students at the College of Adaptive Arts to assist students with developmental disabilities.

CURTIS JACOBSON  
NOMINATED BY TERESA COX  
Curtis Jacobson is the Chief of the Fremont Fire Department. In addition to responding to thousands of calls each year, the Fremont Fire Department supports and volunteers for many local non-profit organizations to serve those in need and strengthen our community. Under Chief Jacobson’s leadership, the Fire Department helped provide drive-thru COVID-19 testings during the early stages of the pandemic.

LESSIE JAMES  
NOMINATED BY SEAN DICKERSON  
Lessie James is the founder and Executive Director for the J.E.W.L. Inc. Oral History Learning Institute and Museum. Lessie’s work has been incorporated into K-12 schools as well as activities for community groups and serves as a vital part of capturing, sharing, and retelling the history of people with African Ancestry.

RINI JOHAR  
NOMINATED BY REENA JOHAR  
Rini Johar is the President of Disha Darshan, where she helps south Asian and immigrant women suffering from domestic violence and abuse find necessary resources. During the COVID-19 crisis, the number women needing assistance from Disha Darshan has increased and Rini’s leadership has helped support these women through their crises.

EDDIE JONES  
NOMINATED BY ROBERTA McCLINTON  
Eddie Jones is an active volunteer with Antioch Baptist Church’s hospitality and food ministry. He has served on the kitchen staff for over thirty years, making sure the kitchen is available for community events. Eddie has also served on the Martin Luther King Scholarship Committee for thirty years and has worked with code enforcement for Berryessa Community Services.

MANOLI KELLY  
NOMINATED BY MARY HUDSON AND PATTY MCDONALD  
Manoli Kelly has spent the time she has been sheltered in place to sew face coverings and donated them to frontline workers, school employees, and other members of our community in need. Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, Manoli has made and distributed over 3,000 face coverings.
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AYESHA RUQAYYAH KHANUM
Nomination by Naseer Irfan, Salahuddin Jamsha, and Abdul Khan
Ayesh Ruqayyah Khanum works with the Salaam Food Pantry in Fremont to raise money for members of our community who were laid off or furloughed during the COVID-19 pandemic. Ayesh's work with the aid program has helped support many families with rental assistance, bill payment, and food assistance.

KATHY KIMBERLIN
Nomination by Theodore Bresler
Kathy Kimberlin is the president of the Centerville Business Association and is an advocate for Fremont businesses. She was essential in organizing the 2020 Fremont 4th of July Porch Parade where Fremont residents decorated their porches, front yards, and storefronts to celebrate Independence Day safely during the COVID crisis. Her work has uplifted community spirit during an ongoing pandemic.

RAMESH KONDA
Nomination by Ajay Bhutoria
Dr. Ramesh Konda is actively involved with several community organizations in Fremont, where he works to organize events that promote unity and diversity. Dr. Konda is also one of the key members in the Telugu community and is dedicated to promoting and teaching Indian traditions as well as the Telugu language.

SIU KEI KWAN
Nomination by Sam Kuang
Siu Kei Kwan serves as the Chief Executive Officer of Hope4Kids. Under his leadership, the organization built relationships with government officials, technology companies, and non-profits to raise funds for respirators, masks, goggles, and coveralls that have helped keep frontline workers safe during the COVID crisis.

TODD LANGTON
Nomination by Linda Reyes
Todd Langton is an active volunteer serving homeless members of our community with Villages of Hope Silicon Valley and Sleeping Bags for the Homeless of Silicon Valley. Todd also volunteers at Trung Tam Van Hao Phot Gao - Chua Di Lac with the Santa Clara County senior nutritional program to support senior citizens.

ALANA LI
Nomination by Mei Fang, Akemi Mori, and Vicki Young
Alana Li is a college student who has offered free tutoring services to elementary and middle school students during the COVID-19 crisis. She hosts a weekly reading club for kindergarteners as well as online tutoring in English reading, writing and math. Milpitas students have benefited from her passion to teach and tutor online.
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CHENGHAO LI
NOMINATED BY YIN CHENG, MEI FANG, AKEMI MORI, AND VICKI YOUNG

Chenghao Li is a high school student who has offered free online learning services to elementary and middle school students during the COVID-19 crisis. He hosts a weekly beginning computer-programming course as well as online tutoring in math. Milpitas students have benefited from his passion to teach and tutor online.

GRACE LI
NOMINATED BY WAYNE PENG

Grace Li has served as the president of the Shaanxi Association of Northern California. During the COVID-19 pandemic, she enthusiastically worked to organize many large-scale community service activities that raised money and donated masks to support front-line medical workers.

YU LI
NOMINATED BY YIN CHENG

Yu Li set up online tutoring groups during the COVID-19 crisis and organized adults and high school students to help teach and tutor students in math, coding, reading, cooking, drawing, and other subjects. She also coordinated volunteers to help local farmers safely sell vegetables to families in our community.

GUADALUPE LOPEZ
NOMINATED BY VIVIEN LARSEN

Guadalupe Lopez is an active member of the Newark Community who is always present when people need help. During the COVID-19 crisis, she provides food for distribution to Newark students. Guadalupe’s leadership with Avanzando, an organization that works to provide scholarships for graduating seniors at Newark Memorial High School, has helped many youth realize their dreams of going to college.

ISHA MALHOTRA
NOMINATED BY RENU MOTWANI

Isha Malhotra helps girls in our community learn computer-programming skills. She is passionate about programming and planned a multi-part digital workshop series. She also worked with the Girl Scouts of Northern California to realize her vision to help girls begin to learn computer programming.

SEAN MANALO
NOMINATED BY TIM OROZCO

Sean Manalo is a passionate civic volunteer in our community. He has served in leadership roles for the South Alameda County Young Democrats, the Tri-Cities Democratic Forum, the Eden Area United Democratic Campaign and the Alameda County Democratic Central Committee. Sean is also a volunteer at the United Service Organization Center in San Jose.
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SALIM MASTAN
NOMINATED ANONYMously
Salim Mastan is a Board Member for the Islamic Center of Fremont. During the COVID-19 pandemic, he was a leader of the "Fremont Feed the Homeless" group on the Nextdoor Neighborhood App and recruited volunteers, and partnered with local restaurants and businesses to help serve Fremont residents who are food insecure.

LALIT MATHUR
NOMINATED BY VIKRAM BHANDARI
Lalit Mathur is the co-founder of the Fremont Hindu Temple, also known as Vedic Dharma Samaj. He has worked with city leaders to establish a sister city relationship between Fremont and Jaipur, India. Lalit also serves on the Fremont Architectural Review Board, the Alameda County Human Relations Commission, and as a volunteer with many community organizations.

SARA MATHEW
NOMINATED BY JEBOY KOSHY AND KAREN KOSHY
Sara Mathew helps the Centerville Free Dining Room deliver meals every Tuesday and Thursday to members of our community in need by coordinating volunteer and managing procurement of food. Centerville Free Dining Room serves more than 75 people in need each week and Sara has been the Director for the past six years.

ALLYSSON MCDONALD
NOMINATED BY LISA DOAN
Allysson McDonald is the President of Sunnyhills Neighborhood Association. Her leadership has helped save the homes of Sunnyhills residents and has led to better protections for tenants. Allysson also serves on the Milpitas General Advisory Committee and has previously served on the Milpitas Unified School District’s Community Board Advisory Committee.

EILEEN MCDONALD
NOMINATED BY BETTY COLE AND BRADLEY HATTON
Eileen McDonald is the Vice President of Alameda County Board of Education, where she goes above and beyond to support students by making blankets for the youngest learners and organizing backpack drives for students coming out of juvenile hall. Eileen is an active volunteer in the city of Newark, and during the pandemic, she has helped distribute food to those in need.

GRETCHEm MENDEmHALL
NOMINATED BY DIANA ROEDmNG AND GEORGE ROEDmNG
Gretchen Mendenhall is an outstanding caretaker. She provides transportation to and from routine medical appointments as well as surgical procedures and follow up afterwards. The people Gretchen cares for attest to her dedication and thoughtfulness which have made their lives immeasurably better, especially during the COVID-19 crisis.
MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION FOR CHINESE COMMUNITIES

NOMINATED BY JANET LIN

Mental Health Association for Chinese Communities (MHACC) is a non-profit organization that raises awareness of mental health within the Chinese community. MHACC has held more than 100 educational workshops, reached out to over 10,000 Chinese Americans each year, and successfully connected Chinese families struggling with mental illness to the educational tools and treatments available.

ROBERT MORAN

NOMINATED BY MARY PEREZ

Robert Moran is the Principal of Washington High School. During the COVID crisis, he helped Fremont families who needed immediate food assistance continue to get school meals. He has also been dedicated in getting all students the books, computers, and resources they need to succeed in online learning environments.

KEN MOURI

NOMINATED BY YIN CHENG, MEI FANG, TERRY HSU, YU LI, AND YUANLEI ZHANG

Ken Mouri worked to create a class that provides an introduction to the Java computer programming language and has provided tutoring for children of frontline workers during the COVID-19 pandemic. Ken also produced facemasks that were provided to medical centers in our community.

JODI MUIRHEAD

NOMINATED BY VICKIE FAIRCCHILD

Jodi Muirhead is a Boardmember for the Santa Clara Unified School District. She has tirelessly supported staff and parents through volunteering in classrooms and at the parent resource center, regularly attends school events, is always available to give support, and works to best serve all of Santa Clara’s students.

KRIS MURTHY

NOMINATED BY ROMESH JAPRA

Kris Murthy is an outstanding volunteer with the Federation of Indo-Americans and Festival of Globe. During the COVID-19 pandemic, he was instrumental in starting a successful food drive for Fremont families. Kris also helps to organize the Festival of India, a health fair, and other community events.
KRISH NACHNANI
NOMINATED BY KATHY WATANABE

Krish Nachnani volunteered with the African Library project to organize a book drive and helped raise money to sponsor a library in Ghana. The book drive collected more than 500 books from our community. Libraries help to end cycles of poverty and illiteracy, and Krish’s work will have wide-ranging impacts for years to come.

RAJ NATHAWAT
NOMINATED BY AJAY BHUTORIA

Raj Nathawat is past President of Rajasthan Association of North America. His work has been instrumental in organizing an annual celebration of Holi as well as other events throughout the year that promote India’s rich culture, heritage, and music to people in our community. Raj also helps provide scholarships for students.

AI NELSON
NOMINATED BY MARY REDIGAN

Ai Nelson helps spread love and cheer with her baked goods. During the COVID-19 pandemic, she has used her talent for baking to support those protecting our community by making deliveries of delicious baked goods to essential workers and frontline healthcare workers throughout our community.

PHUONG THUY NGUYEN
NOMINATED BY ANH NGUYEN

Phuong Thuy Nguyen is a local TV reporter for Saigon Broadcasting Television Network. She works to provide essential information and resources to the Vietnamese community living outside of Vietnam through weekly local coverage and offering on-the-ground resources to those in need.

VY NGUYEN
NOMINATED BY NAM DINH

Vy Nguyen helps translate community meetings and important information to members of the Sunnyhills Apartment community. She translate letters and forms sent to the Milpitas City Council and Housing Department so all residents of the Sunnyhills community could be represented and fight against potential evictions.

HENRY NICHOLS
NOMINATED BY JAMES L. FAINES, JR.

Henry Nichols serves members of our community as a volunteer at the Emmanuel Baptist Church Food Banks and Second Harvest of Silicon Valley. Henry also worked to document the founding of the Sunnyhills community in Milpitas, the first planned integrated community in the United States.
LINDA O’CONNOR
Nomination by Ann Morrison
Linda O’Connor works with the Ohlone Humane Society to advocate for all animals. She helps to run the kitten foster program, the community cat Trap-Neuter-Return program, and is dedicated in promoting animal welfare and rescue. Working with the Ohlone Humane Society, Cindy helped create a new program to help cats during the COVID-19 pandemic.

CHARALAMBOS PAPADATOS
Nomination by Larry Ciardella
Charalambos Papadatos works to protect lives as well as property and the environment of unincorporated eastern Santa Clara County as a volunteer with Rock Med and the Spring Valley Volunteer Fire Department. He also serves our community as a senior design judge for Santa Clara University School of Engineering.

KEVIN PARK
Nomination by Sudhanshu Jain
Kevin Park is an advocate for the residents of Santa Clara. He has served on the Santa Clara Citizens’ Advisory Committee, the General Plan Steering Committee, and on the boards for the Santa Clara Sister Cities Association and the Silicon Valley Korean-American Federation. Kevin also helped define the Santa Clara County Arts Education Initiative for the Santa Clara County Office of Education.

TOM PASKERT
Nomination by Larry Napolitano
Tom Paskert is the head of finance for IGenx lab. While COVID-19 testing was initially difficult and inconvenient, Tom has worked within our community to provide quick processing for tests. Under his leadership, IGenx lab raised in excess of $250M to continue their research that benefits our community.

MAO PENG
Nomination by Robyn Chen
Mao Peng has been instrumental in supporting students at Curtner Elementary School through her dedicated efforts on the Curtner Parent Teacher Association. She has also worked closely with the Able2Shine Foundation, the PEL Learning Center, and the Golden State Table Tennis Club to help enrich students’ education.

JINKY PERALTA
Nomination by Muneerah Lalani
Jinky Peralta is the co-founder and Treasurer of the Sleeping Bags for the Homeless of Silicon Valley. Under her leadership, Sleeping Bags for the Homeless of Silicon Valley has been able to deliver hot meals, non-perishable food, and sleeping bags to unhoused members of our community on a weekly basis.
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MARGARET PETERMAN
NOMINATED BY PAULA GATHERAL, ALISA HO, LINDA MERCIER, AND JOAN STREEPY
Margaret Peterman is a longtime volunteer at both Washington Hospital and Kaiser Hospital in Fremont. During the COVID-19 pandemic, she has helped neighbors safely get groceries and run necessary errands. Margaret also volunteers to serve food to unhoused members of the Fremont community.

MANUEL PINEDA
NOMINATED BY TERESA O’NEILL
Manuel Pineda is the Chief Electric Utility Officer for the City of Santa Clara’s Electric Utility Department (Silicon Valley Power). Under his leadership, Silicon Valley Power has provided relief to residents and businesses experiencing hardships during COVID-19, volunteered to hand-out school meals, and sponsored weekend meals for low-income students and seniors.

PRABHAKAR POLANI
NOMINATED BY TERESA COX
Prabhakar Polani’s work for the Encoll Corporation has provided life-saving products in a variety of medical fields, especially for diabetes patients and burn victims. These efforts have helped provide biotechnology products that protect members of our community during the COVID-19 pandemic.

CINDY POTTER
NOMINATED BY ANN MORRISON
Cindy Potter works with the Ohlone Humane Society to advocate for all animals. She helps run the kitten foster program, the community cat Trap-Neuter-Return program, and is dedicated in promoting animal welfare and rescue. Working with the Ohlone Humane Society, Cindy helped create a new program to help cats during the COVID-19 pandemic.

SANDRA POWELL
NOMINATED BY ANN MORRISON
Sandra Powell works with the Ohlone Humane Society to advocate for all animals. She helps to run the kitten foster program, the community cat Trap-Neuter-Return program, and is dedicated in promoting animal welfare and rescue. Working with the Ohlone Humane Society, Cindy helped create a new program to help cats during the COVID-19 pandemic.

DOUG RAY
NOMINATED BY JULIE KIMIYO HUBBARD
Doug Ray is a longtime volunteer at Yu-Ai Kai, Japanese American Community Senior Service. He has served as the chairperson for the Nihonmachi Run, and has helped deliver meals to seniors during the COVID-19 pandemic. Doug also serves our community as the President of the Japantown Lions club.
**ROSH ROY**

**NOMINATED BY RISHI KUMAR**

Rosh Roy is a high school student who has helped provide needed sports equipment to underfunded schools in our community by founding Sports2AllKids. During the COVID-19 crisis, he has organized donations of non-perishable food items and masks to distribute to members of our community.

---

**JYOTSN JAY SHAH**

**NOMINATED BY LARRY NAPOLITANO**

Jyotsna Shah is the President and Laboratory Director of iGenx lab. While COVID-19 testing was initially difficult and inconvenient, Dr. Shah worked within our community to provide quick processing for tests. Dr. Shah is also a leader in developing testing procedures for Lyme Disease to find more true positives.

---

**OLIVERIO FRANCISCO SILVA**

**NOMINATED BY YURI KOCHNIR**

Oliverio Francisco Silva spends most of his time sitting on a chair in front of his house looking for any suspicious activity to keep his neighborhood safe. By communicating these issues with the Santa Clara Police Department, he has prevented potential burglars from entering homes. Oliverio also helps his neighbors by ensuring that everyone’s trash is collected.

---

**KAVITA SREEDHAR**

**NOMINATED BY NOMINATOR NAME JYOT SPR ORA, VISAL ARORA, SRI NARAYANAN, JAYASHREE PANDA, PRANAB PANDA, FALUNDI DIPAK PANDEY, ANNA SHARMA, AND KISHAN SREEDHAR**

Kavita Sreedhar is the co-founder of Pragnya, which creates real world experiences for neurodiverse members of our community to help them feel accepted, supported, empowered, and part of the community. Kavita also helps to prepare resources to help allies and partners create a community that is accepting of all.

---

**SHANNON LIU SHAIR**

**NOMINATED BY HAYES SHAIR**

Shannon Liu Shair is an advocate for Congenital Heart Defect (CHD) awareness efforts. She worked to organize the Superhero Heart Run with Mended Little Hearts of the Bay Area, fundraised for awareness, and mentors new mothers faced with CHD diagnosis. Shannon also serves on the Budget Advisory Task Force for the Fremont Unified School District and is a Board Member for the Fremont Education Foundation.

---

**KISHAN SREEDHAR**

**NOMINATED BY KAVITA SREEDHAR**

Kishan Sreedhar is the co-founder of Pragnya, which creates real world experiences for neurodiverse members of our community that help them feel accepted, supported, empowered, and part of the community. Kishan also helps to prepare resources for the neurotypical community to help allies and partners in creating a community that is accepting of all.
**NETHRA SRINIVASAN**  
**NOMINATED BY SUSAN VINH**

Nethra Srinivasan is the founder of NeuroKidz, a non-profit that provides neuroscience exposure to underrepresented children in our community. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, she created the Make-A-Mask Initiative, which challenged local scout troops and explorers in the Exploring Program to assemble thousands of facemasks for essential workers.

---

**AMY STANLEY**  
**NOMINATED BY TAJIN SYED**

Amy Stanley is the founder of ProjectMaskify, a youth-led movement that has made and donated more than 4,000 masks to frontline workers in our community. Amy is the President of the Milpitas High School’s STEMgirls organization that has helped inspire over 150 Bay Area students through STEM education.

---

**KEITH STATTFIELD**  
**NOMINATED BY RAJ CHAHAL**

Keith Stattenfield serves on the Santa Clara Planning Commission and on the board for the Santa Clara Sister Cities Association. He also works diligently to supplement public funding to expand and enhance library programs and services as the president of the Santa Clara City Library Foundation and Friends.

---

**ELVIE TEODORO**  
**NOMINATED BY ADRIANO NADERI**

Elvie Teodoro is the founder of South County Homes, Inc., serves on the board of the Fil-Am Chamber of Commerce in the Silicon Valley, and is a member of National Association of Women in Business. Elvie also serves on the board of Evergreen Studio of Music and the Arts and established NorCal Academy of Performing Arts.

---

**JENNIFER TORAI**  
**NOMINATED BY MICHELE LEW**

Jennifer Torai is the Director of Learning and Member Engagement for the Silicon Valley Council of Nonprofits. She has worked to coordinate the distribution of personal protective equipment to essential services, nonprofit organizations and frontline workers throughout our community. Jennifer also helped start conversations about equity and inclusion by hosting a Milpitas community conversation.

---

**HENRY TRAN**  
**NOMINATED BY LARRY CIARDELLA**

Henry Tran works to protect the lives as well as property and environment of unincorporated eastern Santa Clara County as a volunteer with the Spring Valley Volunteer Fire Department. Henry also serves our community as a volunteer with the Sustainable Empowerment Leadership Foundation to provide humanitarian aid to communities in need.
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TRI-CITY VOLUNTEERS

Nomination Anonymously

The Tri-City Volunteers Food Bank and Mobile Pantry is a non-profit organization that provides food assistance and low cost clothing and household items to the residents of Alameda County. Their work in our community helps eliminate hunger and promote financial self-sufficiency in Alameda County by distributing food and providing volunteer opportunities.

ANA VARGAS-SMITH

Nomination by Jodi Muirhead

Ana Vargas-Smith created a non-profit to bring back the Santa Clara Parade of Champions. She led the efforts to secure sponsors, fundraise, coordinate with the City and School District, plan the route, manage outreach efforts, and sign-up entrants to bring back a successful Santa Clara Parade of Champions.

CINDY VO

Nomination by Elizabeth Vo

Cindy Vo helped offer free online learning services to students of all ages during the COVID-19 pandemic. Cindy has also worked with the American Health Associations and other advocacy organizations to help women with cardiovascular disease in addition to raising awareness about important health initiatives.

CHRISTINE VON RAESFELD

Nomination by Spandan Chakrabarti

Christine Von Raesfeld is an advocate for patients with chronic and rare diseases. She works with patient advocacy organizations, industry representatives, and individual patients. Christine’s work has helped foster understanding and empowerment from people in every stage of the healthcare system to help patients get the care they need and deserve.

CHLOE WANG

Nomination by Robyn Chen

Chloe Wang is a student who shares her passion for STEM and business with younger students. She has created and taught classes in entrepreneurship, technology, and robotics. During the COVID-19 crisis, Chloe organized donations of personal protective equipment to hospitals to protect frontline workers in our community.
EMILY WANG
NOMINATED BY YANG SHAO

Emily Wang is a volunteer and advocate for entrepreneurial education in our community. She has worked with ReSTEM to offer affordable online education that inspires students in STEM topics. Emily is also an active volunteer with the Love Thy Neighbor Family Association and Operation Gratitude.

KENNETH WANG
NOMINATED BY YU LI

Kenneth Wang has offered free online learning services to students during the COVID-19 crisis. He hosts a Python game coding workshop and volunteers with the 4-H Virtual Code Camp to spearhead the Python project. Milpitas students have benefited from his passion to teach and tutor online.

KWANG HWA WANG
NOMINATED BY MARSHA WANG

Kwang Hwa Wang is the Chairwoman of the Chinese-American Evergreen Senior Association. Under her leadership, the club has grown from 50 members to more than 600. Her work has enriched many seniors’ lives through social connections and cultural events that make our community happier and more compassionate.

RACHEL WU
NOMINATED BY MARTHA KANG CHEN AND JOSHANNE CHIANG

Rachel Wu is a creator of the Milpitas Debate Program and has organized free public speaking program for 400 students from all 12 elementary and middle schools in the Milpitas Unified School District. During the COVID-19 pandemic, she has helped to offer online classes in public speaking that teach invaluable skills to Milpitas students.

BRIAN WYNN
NOMINATED BY EVE RUHLMAN

Brian Wynn is a volunteer leader for Newark Cub Scout Pack 441. He organizes community service opportunities for the scouts as well as hikes, workshops, and other outdoor activities. During the Covid-19 shelter in place, Brian transitioned activities to virtual formats so Scouts in Pack 441 could continue learning.

TINGNA XU
NOMINATED BY ROBYN CHEN

Tingna Xu serves our community on the Community Board Advisory Council for the Milpitas Unified School District. During the COVID-19 shelter-in-place period, she has organized medical supplies donations to the frontline workers in our community and led a series of activities for young people that has empowered student leaders to offer online tutoring.
VICTORIA YAN
NOMINATED BY LUUANNE CHAU

Victoria Yan is a community activist who advocates against racism, especially following the increase in hate incidents against Asian-American communities during the COVID-19 pandemic. She works to listen to our community’s needs, raises awareness, and helps make our community a more compassionate place.

AMY ZHENG
NOMINATED BY MEI FANG, TERRY HSU, YU LI, AKEMI MORI, AND YUANLEI ZHANG

Amy Zheng is a high school student who has offered free online learning services for Milpitas students during the COVID-19 crisis as a math tutor as well as teaching classes in drawing, origami, and cooking. Amy also volunteers to clean up at Augustine Park in Milpitas. Milpitas residents have benefited from her passion to teach online and from her passion for our community.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

This year is the final year where I will have the privilege to serve as your representative in the California State Assembly. You, my constituents, are the reason I am in office and able to do good for our community and the State of California.

I was honored to serve as the Chair of the Assembly Human Services Committee and Assembly Arts, Entertainment, Sports, Tourism, and Internet Media Committee. I started and chaired the Assembly Select Committee on Hate Crimes. I also served on the Assembly Transportation; Water, Parks, and Wildlife; Revenue and Taxation; and Jobs, Economic Development, and the Economy Committees.

Over the past six years, 29 of my bills were signed into law, and I was able to secure more than $60 million to support training and recruitment of mental health professionals, fight against car break-ins and property theft, senior services, arts education, and emergency preparedness. Legislation that I’ve passed increase schoolbus safety, expand access to mental health services, secure more funding for public transportation, improve the state’s recycling efforts, expand access to clean drinking water for disadvantaged communities, protect domestic abuse survivors, prevent abuse of minors in the workplace, and move the state away from the outdated practice of switching the clock twice a year.

I also chaired the Assembly Select Committee on Hate Crimes. Through my work as Chair, the committee successfully requested an audit of police departments statewide and found issues related to accurate reporting and prosecution of hate crimes. Because of our collective efforts, I am proud to report that we have already seen changes, such as some local law enforcement agencies using supplemental reporting to improve information gathering for the prosecution of hate crimes. Additionally, the California Department of Justice launched a Hate Crimes Prevention webpage where the public can go to find out more information on identifying and reporting hate crimes; updated the protocol for the Attorney’s General Hate Crime Rapid Response Team; created a hate crimes brochure, which is available in various languages; and released several information bulletins on hate crimes laws and local law enforcement training. The Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training also worked with various experts and stakeholders to create a hate crimes model policy framework, which is intended to assist law enforcement agencies in proper identification, investigation, and reporting of crimes motivated by hate or bias, along with the development and delivery of training.

The accomplishments listed above could not have been possible without your trust and support, which I will always cherish. While this will be my last year as your Assemblymember, I am looking forward to serving you in the future in a different capacity. Once again, thank you for allowing me to serve you and be your voice in Sacramento.

Sincerely,

KANSEN CHU
Assemblymember, 25th AD
Assemblymember Kansen Chu has represented California’s 25th Assembly District, which includes the cities of Fremont, Newark, Milpitas, San Jose, and Santa Clara, since 2015.

Born in Taiwan, Chu moved to the United States in 1976. He has a Master's degree in Electrical Engineering from Cal State Northridge, and worked at IBM for 18 years. He also owned and operated Ocean Harbor Chinese Restaurant for 16 years.

In 2002, Chu was elected to the Berryessa Union School Board. As a Board Member, he worked to bolster public education materials, strengthen curriculum and improve public access to school board meetings.

Chu served on the San Jose City Council starting in June of 2007, making public health and the environment top priorities.

Chu and his wife Daisy have been married for 44 years. They have two children, Ann and Walt, a son-in-law Steve, and two grandchildren, Kimberly and Connor.
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